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Wow classic shadow priest shadow form macro

Buy WoW Classic Gold Safe and Fast -3% off coupons: AOE. Payments: Skrill, Bitcoin, Paysafecard, IDEAL, Rapid, Klarna and other local online banking. Register a new account and enjoy an additional 1% discount. Buy WoW Classic Gold Paypal at Mulefactory. Great prices, instant shipping. Payments: Paypal, Skrill,
Bitcoin. Buy WoW Gold Safe at PVPBank. Payments: Paypal, Credit. Priest Macros Crowd Control Macros Healing Macros Miscellaneous Macros Space Saver Macros Combat Macros /castsequence reset=combat/target Mind Blast, Shadow Word: Pain This macro uses a new cast sequence capability - yay more bar
space! When you first click it, it should throw mind blast - when you click the button again, it will throw shadow word: Pain. The sequence will reset to Mind Blast if the player falls out of the fight or selects another target. (confirmed by 2.0) (I'd love to figure out how to get PW:S in there after Mind Blast, but I don't know if
you can change your goals mid-sequence. When I think about it... can work independently if you enable self-cast in advanced interface options.) /cast [nochanneling:Mind Flay] Mind Flay Llenyd's macro (ty Llenyd!) should only throw Mind Flay if you're not currently channeling Mind Flay. For those spirit moments.
:)/castsequence reset = 170 Internal focus, Devouring plague Ideader's devouring plague macro is a good example of time reset macro (ty, Ideader!) . This pimp will, at the first push of a button, throw an Inner Focus. On the other press, it will throw a devouring plague. The sequence resets after a devouring plague, or if
enough time passes between button presses (170). /cast [fight] Pain suppression; [nocombat] The resurrection of Ideader's pimp here will check the combat status - if the player is in combat then macro throws Pain Suppression. If not, the pimp casts a resurrection. The new macro language treats the half-colon ; as well
as a statement, allowing you to have multiple macro actions that depend on the conditions. /castsequence [attitude:1] Shadowform, Flash Heal, Shadowform For our shadow friends, this macro will drop shadowform at the first click, throw Flash Heal on the second click and return you to shadowform on the third click. If
you're not in the shadows, it won't do anything. /throw [damage] Smith; [target=targettarget, damage] Smite quoting Llenyd: For the wave of LoL. You can use this to throw smite at enemies as usual, or if you run SoL while you heal, you can quickly throw in the smite against the target whoever you are treating. Thank
you Llenyd! /castsequence reset=180 Pain Suppression, Inner Focus, Flash Heal, Renew, Power Word: Shield Wickidspliff's macro safe mode. :) Reset reflects cooling the suppression of pain and internal focus, so if you don't finish the sequence, it should be ready to start from the beginning once the cooldowns are
dropped. # Show Shadowform [position:1] 1 ; 2/cast Shadowform I'm sorry I missed this one, Chamberlain! This macro, when changing to shadowform, should switch to action bar 2. If you're already in the shadows, it will switch to action bar 1. And if you have the right bar up there it shouldn't do anything. (a little buggy,
research) /cast Berserking/stopcasting/cast Power Infusion/stopcasting/cast Inner Focus/stopcasting/cast of Smite Sirona's Troll Berserking/Power Infusion/Inner Focus -- Smite macro does exactly what it says. :) If any of the first spells are on the cold, it should give you an error message, but continue through other
spells. You can also turn this into a healing macro if you change the final magic. Tags: 08-28-2011 #1 Hey, I'd put this in the macro section, but it's pretty priesthood specific so I thought it would be better here. I usually have a key to switch to a shadow shape (6), and on my action strips I have healings on the non-
shadowform bar and shadows while in the form of shadows. But today I died several times because, having shifted out of the shadows, I caught myself on a global cooldown transitioning into the shadows. So I didn't change shape, and then I spent some time trying to figure out why half my spells didn't work. Yes, I'm
awful to a shadow priest (have I told you that before?). So, after some reflection, I thought it wouldn't be nice if my shadow spells automatically took me into the shadows. Like healing spells, take you out of the shadows when you try to cast them away. So, I was thinking that I have my non-shadowform and shadowform
bars the same. But using macro is like: #showtooltip Vampire touch/cast [nostance] Shadowform/cast Vampiric Touch and the same for mind spike (others, such as pain and mind-blast without this macro so they're castable while out of shadowform). Usually, when I'm out of shape, it's two spells I'd really just like to cast
while I'm fit and generally my opening spells are in the shadows so it makes sense to me and I could completely remove the 'shadowform' lace I have at the moment. You're just wondering if anyone thinks it's a bad idea for whatever reason (or, indeed, like the idea)? Cheers again, 08-31-2011 #2 Well, I have to admit
that I occasionally threw my DoTs and then realized that I was not in the form of shadows, and then I have to switch to Shadow Form and reapply my DoTs. This is particularly a problem when throwing Sve Nova to the top of the flag at RBG to stop the cap. I've gotten pretty good with my Shadowform kaybind, but if I
have to on many of these cases, I can try your pimp. Get Wowhead Premium Just under $1 a month to enjoy an ad-free experience, unlock premium features, and support your site! When posting comments, keep in mind the following: Your comment must be in English or removed. Not sure how to publish? our handy
guide! Perhaps you should read your comments before posting them. Please Please questions on our faster response forums. Simply review your screenshot using the form below. Screenshots containing AI elements are usually rejected in sight, the same goes for screenshots from a modelviewer or character picker
screen. The higher the quality, the better! Review our screenshot guidelines before submitting! Simply type the URL of the video in the pinch. WoW Classic WoW Classic General Discussion I would like to change patterns and change my bar at the same time when I come out of it, my bar to return to my healing spells.
Can someone help me with macros or add-ins to make this work? Do you want to do this so that you have damage and healing spells on the same tape? Because I do not know how to replace the strips in macro (or if at all possible), but I have a macro that will throw damage / healing spells based on the goal. It can also
work as a mouse pimp. No, I want a separate bar when I'm in the shadows and I'm out of it. This was easy to do in later versions of the game because shadowform was treated similarly to warrior attitude or druid form, but it is clearly not in the classics. like that... assuming it can't be done (which I'm going to assume
unless someone else corrects it), do you want help combining the ability so you only need 1 lane or not? Your call, you won't force it on you, but you'll get the same end result. Honestly, I wish that was the case in later versions. Right now whenever I get involved in the world's PvP, I'm messing around like donkeys trying
to do anything. Then I'll take that as a No. Have fun wanting, I'll go harass someone else. Ta-ta, ta! Thank you for your answers! I know how to combine abilities and things, but thanks for the offer that you have to remember or apply to retail. consider the cast [attitude:1:3][attitude:2] magic is something like that man. For
now, I'll replace the mouse wheel straps when I replace the forms as a job until I find something better. Ahh. can also put spells on a multiaction bar with some things you're thinking about using qbinds not 1-5 too foocked up atm. meant qbind not 1-5 for them on multiaction bar mouse wheel just has too many options to
be used to replace bars! Okay, so why are you fumbling after transitioning in and out of shadow form? In macros form:1 is Shadowform, not attitude:1. /cast [@target, damage, shape:1] Mind Blast; Flash Heal 3 Likes Do you really need a whole healing bar like a shadow? I'm fine with just #showtooltip flash treat
maxrank/cancelaura shadowform/cast flash to treat maxrank My shadow spells and healing spells are on different strips. What are you using a mouse wheel for? The same thing for which I use almost all my buttons: casting one spell if enemies, and a different spell if he is a friend. mousewheel down always My friend,
clear the enemy for me. shift purge p1 target, ctrl open calmly and alt self cast. But it tastes more personal. only alt,ctrl,shift makes the mousetrae down and up 8 qbinds Fair point Edgyjojo Phinders/Feuerhuf thanks to the input. Obviously there's room for efficiency improvements with my keybinds. I appreciate it very
much! Next page →: There have been significant macro changes in Cataclysm (Patch 4.0.1 and later). Many spells have been renamed and much of the scripted command function has been modified. In an effort to keep WoWWiki posts relevant, reassess and re-publish macros that work in the current version. Recreate
old macros When recreating a macro in Useful Macros please: follow the example format published below (to get a box around your macro, add space before you start it) describe what notes the version of WoW that you tested in removing from the old macros page Example macro / y Hooray, I made macro! Use: It
shouts: Hurrah, I made a macro! Works in 4.0.6 Patch 3.1 Discipline macros Divine Hymn Maximizes healing effect of Divine Hymn combining self Power Infusion (for faster channeling) and Inner Focus for free cast #showtooltip Divine Hymn /cast [target=player] Power Infusion /cast Inner Focus /cast Divine Hymn Pain
Suppression throws pain suppression on your mousetrap and alerts raid with connection and length effect /script local in,ps,c=mouseover, Pain Suppression, GetNumRaidMembers()&gt;0 and Raid;if IsSpellInRange(ps,u)=1 and GetSpellCooldown(ps)=0 then SendChatMessage(GetSpellLink(ps).. UnitName(u),c) end
/cast [@mouseover] Pain Suppression Pain Suppression throws pain suppression with the following parameters: #showtooltip /cast [mod:alt, target=player][mode:ctrl, target=target][target=focus, there is, nodead, noharm][target=target] Pain Suppression Credit: Xaeros of Shadowmoon Works in 3.3.3a Pain Suppression
This is another macro like the last one that is more for PVE healing because it just casts a spell on the focus target, but checks whether you're on the attack or strangers, and then announces it accordingly. You can also always replace two words focus with mouseover to throw it at the mousetrae. when you change it to a
macro mouse, you must also remove the first line of the showstooltip, to fit in the 255 characters #showtooltip /script local u,ps,c=Focus, Pain Suppression, GetNumRaidMembers()&gt;0 and RAID or PARTY;if IsSpellInRange(ps,u)===1 and GetSpellCooldown(ps)0 then SendChatMessage(ps.). UnitName(u),c) end/cast
[target=Focus] Pain Suppression Power Infusion This power infusion macro does an error check to see if you can throw power infusion or not. As before, you can dismiss this as a mouse script and replace YOURCASTERNAMEHERE with This will work with targets in other areas using GetUnitName and string sub
commands #showtooltip /script local u,pi=YOURCASTERNAMEHERE, Power Infusion;if IsSpellInRange(pi,u)===1 and GetSpellCooldown(pi)=0 Send thenChatMessage(You just got .. GetSpellLink(pi).. WHISPER,nil,gsub(GetUnitName,u, true), , )) end/cast [@YOURCASTERNAMEHERE] Power Infusion Disc priest
chief heals Casts Penance, or Flash Heal or Smith based on what's available and what you're aiming for: #showtooltip Penance/stopmacro [channeling] / console Sound_EnableSFX 0/use 13/use 14/castsequence [damage], Smith; , Flash Heal/cast Penance/console Sound_EnableSFX 1/script UIErrorsFrame:Clear()
Focus: Universal Proposed Key Link: Mouse Above Confirmed: 3.1 Disk Priest's Main Prevention Sets Shield on Friendly Targets, DoTs on Enemies to Lead Out of Combat. When you're in a group, it sticks. #showtooltip /symug [mounted] /castsequence [group, pity] ! Shoot; [harm] reset=5/target Shadow Word: Pain,
Devouring Plague, Word of Power: Shield; reset=target/2 Power Word: Shield, Renew Focus: Universal Suggested key link: Mouse down Validated: 3.1 Disc priest One-Two Punch Perfect for single-button leveling, can be trimmed for endless rotation. It begins with Holy Fire, follows the penances, devours plage, and
ends with Smith. They're going to kill you and cure you at the same time. I call this one-two punch. #showtooltip Holy Fire /targetenemy [combat, noexists] /console Sound_EnableSFX 0 /castsequence reset=11 Holy Fire, Penance, Devouring Plague, smite/console Sound_EnableSFX 1/run UIErrorsFrame:Clear()
/stopmacro [target=pettarget,there is] Focus: Universal suggested key link: Button 1 Validated: 3.1 Disk priest PvP heals the target of your target (that is, by clicking on the enemy will cure the enemy target) using Penance, followed by Power Word: Shield Flash and Heal If you have 4/5 of the medicinal gladiator set,
change the reset to 13 (seconds). This macro resets just before your Power Word: The shield comes off the cooling. #Show Penance /castsequence [target=targettarget] reset=15 Penance, Power Word: Shield, Flash Heal, Flash Heal, Flash Heal, Flash Heal, Flash Heal Focus : PvP or PvE healing Validated 3.1 Credit:
Lyrà of Frostmane (U.S.) (contact directly for any ideas for macro or macro requirements, WoWLyra@gmail.com). Patch 3.1 Holy macros The spirit of the keeper casts the Guardian Spirit with the following parameters: #showtooltip/cast [mod:alt, target=player][mod:ctrl, target=target][target=focus, exists, nodead, noharm]
[target=target] Guardian Spirit Credit: Xaeros of Shadowmoon Works in 3.3.3a Patch 4.0.6 Holy Macros Chakra Serenity throws Chakra, Renew and Heal into the set focus. useful for refreshing the chakra after 30 seconds of cooling without more clicks #showtooltip Chakra /cast Chakra [target=focus] Renew, Heal
Chakra Sanctuary baca baca and Prayer for Reasoning on Target, Additional Clicks for the Restoration, Healing Circle, Healing Prayer, and the Holy Word: Shrine #showtooltip Chakra/Castkra/Castsequence Reset=10 [Target=Focus, Exists, Nodead] Healing Prayer, Restoration, Healing Circle, Healing Prayer, Holy
Word: Sanctuary Tested in Patch 4.0.6 Credit: Exila Patch 3.1 Shadow Macros Shadow Priest All-in-One (Mouse Up) Baca Mind Blast, Shadow Word: Death, Mind Flay, or Devouring Plague: #showtooltip Mind Blast /Stopmacro [Channeling] /Use 13/Use 14/Castseque Reset=11, Mind Blast, Shadow Word: Death, Mind
Flay, Mind Blast, Mind Flay, Mind Flay/cast Devouring Plague /script UIErrorsFrame:Clear() Focus: PVE Suggested key link: Mouse above confirmed: 3.1 Clip-1 Prevention Mind Flay prevents previous Mind Flay from being cut before his full cast : #showtooltip /stopmacro [channeling] /cast Mind Flay Focus (band) : both
This macro is spammable; The stopmacro command sets the condition that you will not be able to throw Mind Flay until you no longer cast a channeling spell Validated: 3.1 And the alternative method combines two commands: #showtooltip/ cast [nochanneling] Mind Flay One-button Mind Flay-Mind Sear Casts Mind
Flay, unless you press the gearbox button, in which case it throws Mind Sear (with internal focus): #showtooltip Mind Flay / cast [pity,there is, mod:shift] Internal focus /cast [nomod:shift] Mind Flay; [mod:shift] Mind Sear Focus: both validated: 3.1.1 Shadow General Priest PvP Macro Enable is a quick and easy way to set
a button to automatically enter Shadowform if you are not in it before casting, and with the addition of shift or alt modifier, allows you to cure yourself or your target! (Treats a target only if the target is friendly!) #showtooltip/cast [nomod:shift/alt, nostance] ! Shadowform/cast [mod:shift, noharm] Greater healing; [mod:alt,
target=player] Greater healing; Word from the shadows: Bol Note: You can modify healing to any healing you want, and have a hint if the target is hostile, and the flick is clicked, you'll cast the main spell! Focus: PvP Validated: 4.0.6 Author: Seyhin @Tarren Mill EU Shadow Priest Opener Casts a Series of Spells That
Apply Full Weaving Shadows in Time for SW:P and Have Full DoTs Up Before Priority Rotation: #showtooltip Shadow Word: Pain/Castsequence Reset = 10 Vampiric Touch, Devouring plague, blast of mind, word from the shadows: death, vampire hug, word from the shadows: pain, blast of mind, mind flay, vampire
touch, blast of mind, mind flay shadow priest all-in-one panic button throws the following in a row when you take moderate to severe incoming damage where the healer is otherwise busy or you are on the move. Word of Power: Shield, Restoration, Mending Prayer, then recasts Shadowform. The trick for this macro is
that you must have it twice on the action bar, ideally in the same button slot as action bar will change as soon as you jump out of Shadowform after Renew. #showtooltip /stopcasting /castsequence reset=15 Power Word: Shield, Renew, Prayer of Mending, Shadowform Focus: PvE or PvP Validated: 4.3.2 Poster:
Drizzella @ Draenor-US Macro Source: Chronicles @ Draenor-US (maybe not the author, but he's the one who gave me macro) Patch 3.1 macros for all build Shadowfiend/Shadowcrawl Invokes Shadowfiend if someone isn't out. Otherwise causes your pet to attack your target and Shadowcrawl it: #showtooltip
Shadowfiend/cast [nopet] Shadowfiend/petattack/cast Shadowcrawl Focus: PvE Validated: 3.1.1 Smart Shadowfiend/Shadowcrawl Similar to previous macro but adds the ability to heal priests to send Shadowfiend without turn off their healing goals: #showtooltip Shadowfiend /cast [nopet,harm]
[nopet,target=targettarget,harm]Shadowfiend /petattack [harm][target=targettarget,harm] /cast [harm][target=targettarget,harm]Shadowcrawl Sends Shadowfiend to attack your current goal if they are not friendly; if your target is friendly, it attacks the target (that is, if you are treating the tank, this macro sends
Shadowfiend to the mob your tank targets). Credit Xaeros of Shadowmoon Works in 3.3.3a Shield Shadowfiend #showtooltip Shadowfiend/castsequence [target=fri,there is,nodead] Power Word: Shield; [damage,nodead] [target=targettarget,harm,nodead] Shadowfiend Usage: This macro will force the pet to automatically
attack either your target or the target of the one you are treating. Also clicking macro a second time will protect your Shadowfiend (thereby reducing the chance that your pet will die). All in all, you'll recover more flaws. Focus : Raid Healing Confirmed 3.3 Kevin Bacon Shadowfiend #showtooltip /cast [harm,nodead]
[@targettarget,harm,nodead][@targettargettarget,harm,nodead][@targettargettargettarget <6>,harm,nodead][@targettargettargettargettarget,harm,nodead][@targettargettargettargettargettarget,harm,nodead]Shadowfiend Use: This sends the Shadowfiend after the first hostile target down the chain of target of... target
six levels deep. Focus : Raid Healing Validated 3.1 Focused Mind Control Throws Mind Control in These Situations: No Focus, Dead Focus, or friendly focus - focuses your current goal and sheds the focus of mind control that is alive and hostile - throws mind control Modifier forces your focus to switch to the current goal
and throws mind control #showtooltip/focus [target=focus,noexists][target=focus,dead][target=focus,noharm][mod] /cast [target=focus] Mind Control Credit: Xaeros of Shadowmoon Works in 3.3.3a Clip-prevention Mind Sear Prevents clipping off the previous Mind Sear before its full cast: #showtooltip Mind Sear
/stopmacro [channeling] /cast Mind Sear This macro is spammable; Stopmacro command sets the condition that you will not be able to throw Mind Sear until you no longer cast channel magic Focus: PVE Validated: Space-saving Smite/Heal saves space by having the same button throw the Smiths at enemies, and Flash
Heal on friendly goals: #showtooltip/throw [damage] Smite; Flash Heal Mix and match heal and harm spells based on your key binding preferences Focus: Universally validated: 3.1 This macro can be duplicated for other damage and healing spells in the priest's arsenal. A more complex macro can introduce a series of
DPS spells: #showtooltip/use 13/use 14/castsequence [harm] reset=6 Holy Fire, Smite, Smite, Smite; Flash Heal Focus: Universal validated: 3.1 All-in-one Healing Macro #showtooltip/cast [modifier:shift, nomodifier:alt] Greater Heal /cast [modifier:alt, nomodifier:shift] Binding Heal/cast [modifier:alt, modifier:shift] Prayer
for mending/cast [nomodifier:alt, nomodifier:shift] Flash Heal This is a convenient way to reduce clutter on your action bar. By default, this will throw Flash Heal at your current target. If you press shift and alt while activating this macro, you will throw a mending prayer If you hold the alt while throwing this macro, you'll
throw a binding heal (I like it because it's very similar to the traditional hold alt to heal yourself concept) And if you hold just a flick you'll throw a greater healing focus: Healing tested: 3.3 compatible updated daystar emerald sleep 12/10/2009 Power Word: Shield or Restoration #showtooltip [modifier:offset] Restore; Power
word: Shield/Cast [Modifier:Offset] Restore; Power Word: Shield Inspired by my Rogue Finisher Macro and my friend who finds it difficult to find his healing spells and knows which ones to use. An easy way to choose rather throw your classic priest bubble or the Renew cast without messing with finding spells in your
action bar(s). The default spell is Power Word: Shield, with a modifier because the shift that keeps the shift down allows you to throw away renew. It's confirmed to work as intended. Sqeeks (Conversation) 04:46, September 30, 2009 (UTC) Ghost Guardian focus This macro throws Guardian Spirit into your focus.
Recommended for use when placing the container as a focus. The optional final line is designed to put a shield on a target you may have been halfway through Greater Heal before you put Guardian Spirit into focus. This buys your previous target a little more time while you recast the healing. #show Guardian Spirit
/stopcasting /cast [target=focus] Guardian Spirit /cast [target=focus] Power Word: Shield One-Click Dispel This macro consolidates your dispersors into one single key: #showtooltip /focus /target [modifier:alt] Player/cast nomodifier] Dispel Magic /cast [modifier:alt] Dispel Magic /cast [modifier:shift] Mass Dispel /target
focus /clearfocus If you click, it will simply throw Dispel Magic at your current target (friendly or hostile) If ALT+ clicks, it will throw Dispel Magic yourself without losing your current target If shift+ click, it will throw Mass Dispel without losing loss Current goal PoM Auto-Jump When healing in a dungeon/raid, you are usually



focused on a friendly unit. If the mending prayer jumps on you in the meantime, you can make it jump into another friendly unit by casting the Word out of the shadows: Death on an enemy unit because you would take damage. This macro will automate this process. Whenever you see the Mending Prayer on you, you
can throw this simple pimp. He will target the enemy unit your friend is aiming at, cast the Word out of the shadows: Death (do harm to yourself and make a prayer for a jump in mending) and target your friend again. All in one click! #showtooltip /assist/cast Shadow Word: Death /targetlastfriend Smart Self-Buff This
allows you to throw all the priest's bastards at yourself, without having to change your goals. It is currently set to a 10-second reset, which can be changed to suit your preferences. It's written assuming that your primary spec is Sacred and your secondary spec is Shadow. You can change this by replacing the numbers in
[spec:1.@player] if Shadow is your primary specification. I choose Inner Will for Holy, but if you're Disk, you might want to change it to Internal Fire... whatever suits you best. The inner buffs are the last in a row, as they now last until cancelled, and the VE is the first for Shadow because it has the shortest duration and
will probably be the first to have to throw away again. #showtooltip /castsequence [spec:1,@player] reset=10 Power Word: Fortitude, Shadow Protection, Inner Will /castsequence [spec:2,@player] reset=10 Vampire Hug, Word of strength: Fortitude, Shadow Protection, Inner Fire Made this to save space on my action
strips Validated 05.12.11 at 4.1 Updated drstevebrule (Cenarius) Unsealed older macros The following older macros are not validated for operation after the introduction of patch 3.1. Use at your own risk. Harm dealing macro for low levels This macro unites spells for damage: #showtooltip/cast [mod:alt, target=player]
Power Word: Shield /cast [nomod:alt, nocombat] Smite /castsequence [nomod:alt, combat] reset=combat/target Shadow Word: Pain, Mind Blast, Smite What the macro does: Line 1 casts Power Word: Shield whenever the alt key is pressed Line 2 begins the attack. Target some enemy, then press a button and it will
throw Smite Line 3's fighting cast sequence (for levels under 10, don't forget to remove Mind Blast from the macro). Assign this macro to a key, and then assign another key for Lesser Heal (or Renew) and others for Shoot (or Attack, if you don't have a wand) so you only need 3 command keys. Suggested Macro Usage:
Can throw Power Word: S.H.I.E.L.D. either before attacking, in the middle, or not at all. The second line only works if he attacks the target first, in which case he throws the Smiths. If the enemy strikes first, the third line goes into action, slow Smite cast. After the sequence throws mind blast, select Using zero, one or two
smites before switching to crowd attacks, at which point you either end the cycle and repeat or kill the enemy with the final Smith. If you're fast enough and far enough away from an enemy target, you can throw two Smithes before you enter the fight. This macro is good for playing with under-20 levels. Resurrection
notifier Sends a message to the player over which you have the mouse. This is great to see if ressie is online; you will still need to click ressie to give them res :) #showtooltip / script SendChatMessage (Incoming ressurrection, WHISPER, zero, UnitName(mouseover)); /say I am ressurrecting %t /cast Resurrection
Whisper content can be changed as long as you wrap the phrase in double quotations, as shown in macro. Line/row is optional. Better Resurrection Notifications This macro checks whether your range is a goal and if you're in a group before announcing that you're resurrected people when you're not really. This macro is
most pleasant for Clique, tying the mouse combination to a special macro. if you put this macro on your action strips, then it is best if you add #showtooltip as the first row / script local in,cut,c =Mouseover, Resurrection, GetNumRaidMembers()&gt;0 and RAID or PARTY;if IsSpellInRange(cut,u)=1 then SendChatMessage
(cut.. to .. UnitName(u),c) end/cast [target=Mouseover] Resurrection Stopcasting This single command is a condition in all major healing use for Raid healers. It is not correct to jump or move to stop casting (this can mean wipes at certain fights). A priest should always have healing casting and cancel it using healing with
command/stopcasting. Because lowering is no longer supported, consider macros created for Greater Healing and Restoration. You may also want to try Power Word: Shield and Dispel Magic for emergencies, but these are instant casts, one with cooldown one with dual functionality, so use caution before going to raid or
PVP battle with them. /stopcasting /cast [target=mouseover,there is] Greater Heal /stopcasting /cast [target=mouseover,there is] Renew Or one that throws Greater Heal at your target if it is friendly and on your mouseover if not /stopcasting/cast [help] Greater Heal; /throw [damage] [target=mouseover,there is] Greater
Heal Smart Greater Heal This macro throws Greater Healing to your goal if your goal is friendly; If your target is the enemy, he's dropping greater healing on your target target. /cast [Help][target=targettarget][] Greater Healing Adds a modifier next that allows you to heal when holding an alt key. They also work with any
other healing. #showtooltip Greater Heal /cast [help, nomodifier:alt][nomodifier:alt, target=targettarget][modifier:alt, target=player][] Greater Heal Resurrection Announcer Does not execute if you are in combat or in Shadowform. Select for the next throw toss if your target isn't friendly or not dead. /stopmacro [attitude:1]
[fight] /throw resurrection /stopmacro [nohelp][nohelp][nodead] /ra Resurrecting %t. Shield Self without losing a healing goal On one button you can press you can use Power Word: on yourself without losing your current healing goal. /cast [target=player]Power Word: Shield Mouseover Heal allows you to fly over and cure
a party member with your mouse. It also works beautifully for Power Word: Fortitude: /cast [target=mouseover,there is][] Flash Heal Next macro cast Renew or heal on a single target, In the following order: If the target is friendly If the mouse is above the friendly target If the target is hostile, then at the goal goal If there is
no goal, then player /castsequence [help] [target=mouseover,help,there is] [target=targettarget, help, there is] [target=player] reset=target/5 Renew, Heal The following also self casts if the player holds alt, no matter what moused over or targeted: /stopcasting /cast [nomodifier:alt,target=mouseover,nodead,help]
[nomodifier:alt,help,nodead][nomodifier:alt,target=targettarget,nodead,help][nomodifier:alt,target=player][modifier:alt,target=player]Greater Heal His turn is Mouseover -&gt; target -&gt; target's target -&gt; self , keeping the alta will skip on to yourself. One Button Renew or SW:Pain This macro throws either Renew
(friendly) or Shadow Word: Pain (hostile) at whoever hovers under your mouse that exists and isn't dead. If you're not hovering, it does either Renew (friendly) or Shadow Word: Pain (hostile) on the selected non-deadly meth. If all of the above is false, you will renew. /cast [target=mouseover,there is,help,nodead] Renew;
[target=mouseover,there is,harm,nodead] Word from the shadows: Pain; [help,nodead] Rebuild; [damage,nodead] Word from the shadows: Pain; [target=player] Restore another version of the macro above (make self-cast available with alto, removes some releases): /cast [target=player,modifier:alt]
[target=mouseover,help,nodead] Renew; [target=mouseover,harm,nodead] Word from the shadows: Pain; [help,nodead] Rebuild; [damage,nodead] Word from the shadows: Pain; [target=focus,exists] [target=player] Restore what it does (if the condition doesn't fill out, go to the following): If you're holding ALT, throw
renew at yourself. If you mousing over allies, throw Renew at them. If you mousing over enemies, cast a shadow word pain on them. If you're targeting an ally, throw Renew at them. If you target the enemy, cast a shadow of the word pain on them. If you're focused, throw Renew at them. If all else fails, throw Renew on
himself. It can also be easily applied to any other combination of spells (Holy Fire/Heal, Smite/Flash Heal, for example). Reject yourself This pimp rejects a player. More clicks are required. /cast [nostance] Shadowform /castsequence [target=player,stance:1] Inner Fire, Power Word: Fortitude, Shadow Protection, (Racial
Priest Spell) This macro will Next: If the target is a hostile cast spell Start using your wand (requires two keypresses) If the goal is a friendly cast buff if there are no target cast buffs on the player (requires crucial pressure for each buff) / castsequence [damage] reset = target / 18 Shadow Word: Pain, Shoot /stopmacro
[harm] /cast [help] [target=targettarget, help, exists] Power Word: Fortitude /castsequence [target=player] reset=5 Inner Fire, Power Word: Fortitude This macro is a little more accurate than the above and allows castsequence friendly goals. If the goal is friendly: then buff goal If the goal is hostile: Then pity If there is no
goal: Then buff self / castsequence [help] reset = target / 5 Power Word: Fortitude, Shadow Protection /castsequence [damage] reset = target / 18 Shadow Word: Pain, Shoot /castsequence [target=player] reset=15 Inner Fire, Shadow Protection, Power Word: Fortitude The following is a easy self-buff: /castsequence
[target=player] reset=20/ Inner Fire, Power Word: Fortitude, Shadow Protection Shackle Undead and focus on target This macro this will first shackle your current target and set that target to be your focus target. This will allow you to reshackle the mob without having to retarget it. #showtooltip Shackle Undead
/clearfocus [modifier:alt][target=focus,dead][target=focus,help][target=focus,noexists] /focus [target=focus,noexists] /cast target=focus]Shackle Undead If you want to announce your shackle add a line like this to the end macro/raid Shackling %f Ultimate Mind Control Macro This macro will first control your current goal
and set that goal to be your focus goal. This will allow you to re-manage your mind with another click without having to change your goals. When you're ready to release, the right click will release your mind control, throw fade, re-target the mind-controlled enemy, clear focus and announce that you've unleashed mind
control. #showtooltip Mind Control/Focus [target=focus,noexists] /cast [nobtn:2,target=focus]Mind Control /stopmacro [nobtn:2] /script PetDismiss() /cast Fade /target focus /clearfocus /stopmacro [nogroup] /s Mind Control Released! Instructor Razuvious Mind Control This macro will help you at Naxxramas 25 fight
instructor Razuvious. This allows you to mind control your particular understudy (focus goal) and target the instructor immediately afterwards, so you can use mockery immediately if necessary. If you also set a macro focus, you can quickly switch to another replacement if yours dies. #showtooltip /cast [target=focus] Mind
Control /tar Instructor #showtooltip/focus Use a trifle, throw away the Inner Focus and throw away the Devouring Plague apparently only useful for priests with inner focus talent. You need to change the name of the trinket to the one you own and want to use (the trinket must be equipped). This macro will also prevent the
trinket from suffocating and inner focus is cooldowns if your goal is accidentally friendly or just can't be #showtooltip devours devours /use [damage] Xi'ri's Gift/cast [harm] Inner Focus/stopcasting/cast Devouring Plague For Healing with Trinket #showtooltip Heal trinket/use 13/use 14/cast Focus Inner/cast Greater Heal
Cast Silence if available, otherwise cast of Arcane Torrent This macro will cast the Silence spell. If the silence is on cooling, it will throw arcane torrent. Obviously, this pimp is only useful for bloody elves. /castsequence reset=45 Silence, Arcane Torrent Spammable Mind Flay This macro will allow you to spam Mind Flay
without interrupting the one that is already being channeled. #showtooltip Mind Flay/cast [nochanneling:Mind Flay] Mind Flay Change attitude and cast depending on the target reaction This macro will look at your attitude and your current goal. If the target is hostile, and you're in shadowform mind blast will be thrown, if
you're not in Shadowform it'll put you in it. He will do the same for Flash Heal if the target is friendly and change his attitude accordingly. /throw [attitude:1,pity] Explosion of mind; [position:1,help] Shadow Shape; [nostance,help] Flash Heal; [nostance,pity] Shadowform This macro is the same as above, but will begin a
grinding sequence to kill the mob with a nice flaw in efficiency. Targeting friendly targets will throw flash heal and then Renew. /use 14 /use 13 /castsequence [attitude:1,damage] reset=target/combat Vampiric Touch, Shadow Word: Pain, Vampiric Embrace, Mind Flay, Mind Blast, Shoot; [position:1,help] Shadow Shape;
[nostance,help] Flash Heal, Renew; [nostance,pity] Shadowform Polite response Make these whispers less hassle with a decent answer when needed. /r I am not a healer. good luck! Mouseover Flash Heal on friendly, Mind Blast on enemy Cast Flash Heal if mouseover a friendly target, Mind Blast if over a enemy. If the
mouse is not finished, it will throw itself at the current target. The only drawback is that you will need to have a set of macro self-drains. #showtooltip /cast [target=mouseover,noharm,there is] Flash Heal; [target=mouseover,harm,there is] Explosion of the mind; [Noharm] Flash Heal; [damage] Mind Blast Will of the
Forsaken and Fear Ward This will throw Will out of Abandoned and then Fear Ward without losing his target. Mostly PvP macro. This requires 2 keys pressed. #showtooltip Will of the Forsaken/castsequence reset=5 [target=player]Will of the Forsaken,Fear Ward Dispel Magic This will disperse magic to your target if any.
If not, then it will work like a normal Dispel Magic. The right click will throw it at you. #showtooltip /cast [btn:1,there is,nodead][btn:1][btn:2,target=player] Dispel Magic Stingy Raid Priest Alt-clicking this will switch to the next nearby friendly player. Then each click will throw a separate buff. This is especially useful on the
battlefields. #showtooltip /targetfriend [modifier:alt] /castsequence [nomodifier] reset=target/5 Power Word: Fortitude, Divine Spirit, Shadow Protection Shield target or self Shields target if in foreigners/raids, foreigners/raids, protects you. #showtooltip /cast [group,help][target=player] Power Word: Shield Wand On This is
a macro stick that helps you prevent accidentally turn off stick recording. #shoot/cast!shoot Normally using sticks of toggles to 'shoot' on and off. This pimp keeps it on. So if you accidentally press it twice, it will still keep shooting. It works most of the time (unless you really squash the key). ! exclamation point is the key to
that. It's stopping. If you want to stop shooting, jumping, moving, targeting or killing the mafia again. Devouring plague and SW:Pain Two presses first makes SW:Pain the second devours the plague (which has 24 sec cooling). To reset, click another mob, click next, or click a click. It resets even when you leave the fight.
/startattack /castsequence reset=24/target/combat/ctrl Shadow Word: Pain, Devouring Plague Super PoM This macro begins with an attempt to pom target any enemy you have chosen. He's perfect at PvP for helping with the goal of the enemy player you choose, and he's perfect in PvE for the immediate healing of
someone who may have accidentally pulled out an aggro. If you don't have a target selected, it tries to pom your focus if you have one set. If none of this happens, you'll take your own pom. /cast [help][target=targettarget,help][target=focus,help][target=player] Prayer of Mending Self-Cast when solo/standard casting
when in party/raid This macro will work for any beneficial spell — buffs and heals. When she's single, whatever spell she's cast for, she'll be thrown at herself. When you're in a party or raid, it will either cast a spell on your current target or give you a standard click-on-goal-on-cast - the same as not using macro for magic
at all. #showtooltip /cast [nogroup,target=player] [group,help] [group,target=none] Replace spellname with a spell for which &lt;Spellname&gt; would like to use it. The only drawback of this macro is that when you're solo, you can't throw buffs at random people you go through without going into your spelling. Easy
Shadowfiend This macro will summon your Shadowfiend to your current target if it is hostile, or target your target if your current goal is friendly. #showtooltip Shadowfiend /cast [harm,nodead][target=targettarget,harm,nodead]Shadowfiend I'm under attack! This is probably the most important macro a party/raid healer can
have. Put it in an easily accessible action bar slot or tie it to something convenient. /rw Healer is under attack! /helpme Especially useful during pugging. Gets an almost instantaal response from most containers (and beefier DPS will usually run to the rescue, too). Without it, party members will often simply not notice that
you have drawn an aggro until you die. Variants include using /p or /y instead of attack warnings. However, I found that in the kinds of sticky situations where you need a macro, the party &lt;/Spellname&gt;previše su ometeni da primijete party chat ili viku; upozorenje o napadu nikada ne zakaže. Inner
Focus/Nevermelting Ice Crystal SWP #showtooltip Shadow Word: Pain /use Nevermelting Ice Crystal /castsequence reset=170 Inner Focus, Shadow Word: Pain Pain
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